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Control schemes for safe physical Human-Robot Interaction
I will address basic control problems related to physical Human-Robot Interaction (pHRI), ranging from
on-line collision avoidance to collision detection and fast reaction, up to the safe handling of intentional
contacts for collaborative applications. The control solutions are obtained within a hierarchical
architecture that generates consistent robot behaviors, organized in three layers for safety, co-existence,
and active collaboration. Typical pHRI tasks involve dynamically varying and uncertain environments.
Therefore, human-robot coexistence needs workspace monitoring and efficient collision avoidance
methods, driven by exteroceptive sensors (e.g., one or more RGB-D). On the other hand, unavoidable
physical contacts may occur anywhere on the robot body, and safety requires their reliable detection and
a fast robot reaction, preferably based only on proprioceptive sensing (using model-based residuals or
motor currents). Moreover, a robot should be able to distinguish (by suitable filtering of signals)
between accidental collisions and intentional contacts, the latter being interpreted as a physical request
for collaboration. When an active collaboration is engaged between human and robot, the exchanged
forces and the common motion at the contact should be accurately regulated or used in a task-oriented
way for the specific application. For this, the contact force at any generic location along the robot
structure can also be estimated without using tactile or force sensors. The estimated forces are then
used within generalized schemes of impedance, direct force or even hybrid force/motion control, all of
them being designed so as to impose the requested behavior at the contact point. Experimental results
obtained on two lightweight manipulators (a KUKA LWR4 and a Universal Robots UR10) within the EU
projects SAPHARI and SYMPLEXITY illustrate the whole control architecture and the performance of the
developed robot control methods. Furthermore, I will present also what pHRI capabilities can be
achieved on a medium-size industrial robot (a KUKA KR5 Sixx) with a closed architecture, and having
poor knowledge of its dynamics and of the embedded low-level control laws.
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